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    GoNoodles.com 
website 
Go Math SE. 540 

 
Go Math SE. 9.6 
Enrich 9.6 
Reteach 9.6 
G&G Lit. Connect 
Time to Play 

 
Go Math SE. 9.7 
Enrich 9.7 
Reteach 9.7 

 
Go Math SE. 9.8 
Enrich 9.8 
Reteach 9.8 
Go Math SE. 9.9 
Enrich 9.9 
Reteach 9.9 
*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
*Interactive SE 
*Animated Models 

*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Math 
*Response to Intervention 
RTI 

   

 
 
 
 
 

Date  Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Measurement and Data 
Cluster(s) Measure lengths indirectly and by iterating length units. (Major Cluster) 

Tell and write time. (Additional Cluster) 
Represent and interpret data.(Supporting Cluster) 

NJSLS 1.MD.A.1 Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third object. 
1.MD.A.2 Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple copies of a shorter objects (the length unit) end 
to end; understand that the length measurement of an object is the number of sae-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps. Limit to 
contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a whole number of length units with no gaps or overlaps. 
1.MD.B.3 Tell and write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital clocks. 
1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, 
how many in each category, and how many more or less are in one category than in another. 
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 MP.3 - Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.6 – Attend to precision. 
Chapter(s) 9 – Measurement / 10 Represent Data 
Lesson(s) Objective 

SWBAT 
Essential 
Question 

Vocabulary Resources/Interventions 
Accommodations and 

Modifcations 

Materials Homework Formative 
Assessment 

Performance Task Assess the ability to use How can you Longest, Longer Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing 
lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to work 
towards independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in blank 
until ready to complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 

*Performance Teacher Teacher 
generated: 

 
*Exit Slips 

*Mini Quiz 

*Math Talk 

 
*Essential 
Questions 

 
 
 
 
 

*Diagnostic 
Interview TE 
pg 572 

 
*Think, Pair, 
Share 

- Time and Length nonstandard units of measure length and Shortest, Shorter Task Generated 
Chapter 9 Test measurement to compare time? Measure *Paper clips  

 and order length and to  Length   
 tell time to the hour and  Analog   
 half hour using analog and  Digital   
 digital clocks.  Half hour   
   Hour   

Online Formative   Minute hand   
Assessment for   Minutes   
Chapter 9 Assess the ability to use How can you   Teacher 

 nonstandard units of measure length and   Generated 
 measurement to compare time? Graph   
 and order length and to  More, Most *Two color  
 tell time to the hour and  Fewer, Fewest counter  
 half hour using analog and  Bar Graph   
 digital clocks.  Picture Graph *Connecting  
   Tally Chart cubes  
   Tally Mark   
    *1-inch Grid  

Chapter 10    paper  
Introduction      

  How can graphs and Picture graph   
 Demonstrate prior charts help you  *Mathboard Teacher 
 knowledge of graphs and organize, represent,  *Connecting Generated 
 charts. and interpret data?  cubes  

 
10.1 Read Picture 

    
*Mathboard 

 

Graphs    *Two color  
  What do the pictures  counters  
 Analyze and compare in a picture graph Picture graph  Practice and 
 data shown in a picture show?   Homework 

10.2 Make Picture graph where each symbol    10.1 
Graphs represents one.     
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  How do you make a  *Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd 
or even number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 
*Choose only  one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students for 
success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem to 
students provide 
manipulative, calculators 
,and a visual aid such as 
anchor chart 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses. 
*Use interactive 
Notebooks to color code 
vocabulary words to help 
them identify terms. 
*Ell Strategy as a 
modification strategy 
locate at bottom of 
Teacher Edition 
Flocabulary Video ( if 
necessary) as a 
resource 
*Learn-Zillion-websit 
e resource 
GoNoodles.com 
website 
Chapter Resource Book 
9.27-9.31 

 
Go Math SE pgs. 567-570 

 
Go Math SE. pgs. 572-573 
G&G Lit. Connect 

 assign  

Make a picture graph picture graph to problems 
where each symbol answer a question? student to 
represents one and  complete 
interpret the information.  successfully 

  
Practice and 

  Homework 
  10.2 
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    Miss B’s Class Makes 
Tables and Graphs 

 
Go Math SE. 10.1 
Enrich 10.1 
Reteach 10.1 

 
Go Math SE. 10.2 
Enrich 10.2 
Reteach 10.2 

 
*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
*Interactive SE 
*Animated Models 
*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Math 
*Response to Intervention 
RTI 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 10 Content Standards Critical Knowledge & Skills Additional Resources and Tasks Links 

1.MD.C.4 Concept(s): • Numbers can be organized to represent https://learnzillion.com/search?m=LessonPlan&category 
Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three data. =Data%2C+statistics%2C+and+probability&grades=1st 
categories; ask and answer questions about the total Students are able to: • organize objects, representing &q=1.MD.C.4+ 
number of data points, how many in each category, and data, in up to three categories. • represent data with EngageNY various lessons 
how many more or less are in one category than in objects, drawings, or numerals, in up to three categories. https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-1-mathematic 
another. • ask and answer questions about: − the total number of s-module-3-topic-d 

 data points; − the number of data points in each  
 category, and − how many more or less are in one  
 category than in another.  

Cross-Content Connection: In Chapter 10, children develop their understanding of representing data, by creating a data table from given information or by answering questions based on 
information given in graphs. These same topics are used often in the development of various science concepts and process skills. Help children make the connection between math, science, and 
engineering through the S.T.E.M. activities and activity worksheets found at www. thinkcentral.com. In Chapter 10, children connect math, science, and engineering with the S.T.E.M. Activity Set 

https://learnzillion.com/search?m=LessonPlan&amp;category=Data%2C%2Bstatistics%2C%2Band%2Bprobability&amp;grades=1st&amp;q=1.MD.C.4%2B
https://learnzillion.com/search?m=LessonPlan&amp;category=Data%2C%2Bstatistics%2C%2Band%2Bprobability&amp;grades=1st&amp;q=1.MD.C.4%2B
https://learnzillion.com/search?m=LessonPlan&amp;category=Data%2C%2Bstatistics%2C%2Band%2Bprobability&amp;grades=1st&amp;q=1.MD.C.4%2B
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-1-mathematics-module-3-topic-d
https://www.engageny.org/resource/grade-1-mathematics-module-3-topic-d
http://www/
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Things in Motion and the accompanying worksheets (pages 109 and 110). Through this S.T.E.M. Activity, children will connect the GO Math! Chapter 10 concepts and skills with various 
identifying data skills, including nding the largest data value from a table of values. It is recommended that this S.T.E.M. Activity be used after Lesson 10.3. 

 
Chapter 10 Project  Growing Plants! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/Plants-Data-Collection-and-Writing-Activities-182446 
 

Gathering, collecting, and interpreting numerical information is deemed an ever-increasingly necessary skill in a world that is inundated by data. Teachers can enhance 
children’s interest in mathematics by creating graphs about familiar routines and classroom events. Teachers can emphasize the pervasiveness of graphs and mathematics in 
the world by integrating their use across subject fields such as science, visual arts, technology, engineering, social studies, and language arts. Graphing provides a meaningful 
opportunity for children to represent and communicate important mathematical relationships. Some of these relationships include equality, inequality (more/less), and the 
associative property in addition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date                                Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Measurement and Data 
Cluster(s) Represent and interpret data.(Supporting Cluster) 

NJSLS 1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, 
how many in each category, and how many more or less are in one category than in another. 
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. MP.2 – Reason abstractly and quantitatively. MP.3 - Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of others. MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.5 – Use appropriate tools strategically. 
MP.8 -Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

Chapter(s) 10 Represent Data 
Lesson(s) Objective 

SWBAT 
Essential 
Question 

Vocabulary Resources/Interventions 
Accommodations and 

Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/Plants-Data-Collection-and-Writing-Activities-1824469
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10.3 Read Bar Analyze and compare How can you read a Bar Graph Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems allow 
students to complete at least 
5 and 1 open-ended. 
Display Anchor Charts-for 
each lesson so students 
could read the room doing 
lessons 
Math Fluency Builder see 
T. Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities for 
students to underline words 
or phrase to help them solve 
mathematical equations. 
*Provide worksheet so that 
student could write or draw 
a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open ended 
problem (Gradually release 
this model so student to 
work towards 
independence) scaffolding 
sentence student will fill in 
blank until ready to 
complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities for 
video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd or 
even number 
or a set of problems to show 
understanding 
*Provide manipulatives for 
students skill level 
*Choose only one or two 
methods when modeling for 
students for success and 
have students pick the one 
they like to solve problems. 

*Mathboard Practice and Teacher 
generated: 

 
*Exit Slips 

*Mini Quiz 

 
*Think, Pair, 
Share 

 
*Math Talk 

 
*Essential 
Questions 
scaffold 
sentence 
structure.. 
Allow oral 
respond 
opportunity to 
work with a 
partner 

 
*Fact Fluency 

Graphs data shown in a bar bar graph to find the  *Two color Homework 
 graph. number that a bar  counters 10.3 
  shows?    

10.4 Make Bar Make a bar graph and How does a bar graph Bar Graph *Mathboard Practice and 
Graphs interpret the information. help you compare Title *Connecting Homework 

  information? Labels cubes 10.4 
   Survey *Crayons  

Mid-Chapter Assess understanding of How can graphs and Organize *Mathboard 
 

Checkpoint analyzing and comparing charts help you Represent  Teacher 
10.1-10.4 data shown in graphs. organize, represent, Interpret Math Journal Generated 
Fluency Practice / Grade 1 Chapter 10 and interpret data?    
Reinforce Skills/ Fluency Resources   Interactive  
Chapter 10 Project http://achievethecore.org/   Notebook  
(Combine MC and page/2853/go-math-k-5-g     
Fluency in 1 day) uidance-documents     

  How do you count    

10.5 – Read Tally Analyze and compare the tallies on a tally Tally Chart *Mathboard Practice and 
Charts data shown in a tally chart? Tally Mark *Two color Homework 

 chart. Why is a tally chart a  counters 10.5 and/or 
10.6 – Make Tally Make a tally chart and good way to show Make a graph *Crayons 10.6 
Charts interpret the information. information that you    
(Combine lessons  have collected?    
10.5 & 10.6)      

  How can showing    
 Solve problem situations information in a   Practice and 

10.7 – Represent using the strategy make a graph help you Data *Mathboard Homework 
Data graph. solve problems?   10.7 

http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
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    *Read each problem to 
students provide 
manipulative, calculators 
,and a visual aid such as 
anchor chart 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses. 
*Use interactive Notebooks 
to color code vocabulary 
words to help them identify 
terms. 
*Ell Strategy as a 
modification strategy locate 
at bottom of Teacher 
Edition 
Flocabulary Video ( if 
necessary) as a resource 
*Learn-Zillion-website 
resource 
GoNoodles.com website 
Go Math SE. 10.3 
Enrich 10.3 
Reteach 10.3 

 
Go Math SE. 10.4 
Enrich 10.4 
Reteach 10.4 

 
Go Math SE. pg 596 

 
Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 and 1 
open-ended. 
*Learn-Zillion-websit 
e resource 
GoNoodles.com 
website 
Go Math SE. 10.5 
Enrich 10.5 
Reteach 10.5 
Go Math SE. 10.6 
Enrich 10.6 
Reteach 10.6 

 
Go Math SE. 10.7 
Enrich 10.7 
Reteach 10.7 

 
*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
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    *Interactive SE 
*Animated Models 
*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Math 
*Response to Intervention 
RTI 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date    Quarter 4    
Domain(s) Measurement and Data / Geometry 
Cluster(s) MD- Represent and interpret data.(Supporting Cluster) 

G- Reason with shapes and their attributes.(Additional Clusters) 
NJSLS 1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, 

how many in each category, and how many more or less are in one category than in another. 
1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 
orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes. 
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional 
shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. MP.2 – Reason abstractly and quantitatively. MP.3 - Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of others. MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.5 – Use appropriate tools strategically. MP.6 Attend to precision 
MP.8 -Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

Chapter(s) 10 Represent Data / 11 Three-Dimensional Geometry 
Lesson(s) Objective 

SWBAT 
Essential 
Question 

Vocabulary Resources/Intervention, 
Accommodation and 

Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

Chapter 10 Assess understanding of How can graphs and Bar Graph Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each lesson 

*Mathboard Teacher Teacher 
Review analyzing and comparing charts help you Tally Chart  Generated generated: 
Chapter 10 Project data shown in graphs. organize, represent, Tally Mark   *Exit Slips 

 Grade 1 Chapter 10 
Fluency Resources 

and interpret data?    *Fact Fluency 

      *Mini Quiz 
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Online Formative http://achievethecore.org/   so students could read 
the room doing 
lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to work 
towards independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in blank 
until ready to complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd 
or even number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 

Math   

Assessment for page/2853/go-math-k-5-g   Journals  *Think, Pair, 
Chapter 10 uidance-documents     Share 

  How can graphs and Bar Graph Interactive Teacher  
 Assess understanding of charts help you Tally Chart Notebooks Generated *Math Talk 
 analyzing and comparing organize, represent, Tally Mark    

Chapter 11 data shown in graphs. and interpret data?    *Diagnostic 
Introduction      Interview TE 

  How do you identify Cone, Cube *Computer Vocabulary pg 630 
 Demonstrate prior three-dimensional Cylinder  Reader pgs  
 knowledge of Three- shapes? Sphere  621-628 *Essential 
 dimensional shapes.     Questions 

11.1 – 3D Shapes      scaffold 
11.2 – Combine    *Pencils  sentence 
3D Shapes  How can you identify Cone, Cube varying sizes Practice and structure 
(Combine lessons) Identify and describe 3D and describe 3D Curved surface *3D shapes Homework Allow 

 shapes according to shapes? How can you Cylinder, Flat  11.1/ 11.2 opportunity for 
 defining attributes and combine 3D shapes surface, Sphere   oral response 
 compose a new shape by to make new shapes? Rectangular    
 combining 3D shapes.  prism   *Fact Fluency 

11.3 - Make New   Combine    
3D Shapes    *Mathboard   

  How can you use a Combine *3D shapes Practice and  
 Use composite 3D shapes combined shape to Build  Homework  
 to build new shapes. build new shapes?   11. 3  
    Math Journal   

    Interactive   

    Notebooks   

     
*Mathboard 

  

    shapes   

http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
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    *Choose only  one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students for 
success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem to 
students provide 
manipulative, calculators 
,and a visual aid such as 
anchor chart 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses. 
*Use interactive 
Notebooks to color code 
vocabulary words to help 
them identify terms. 
*Ell Strategy as a 
modification strategy 
locate at bottom of 
Teacher Edition 
Flocabulary Video ( if 
necessary) as a 
resource 
*Learn-Zillion-websit 
e resource 
GoNoodles.com 
website Go Math SE pgs. 
617 - 620 

 
*Think Central Digital 
Assessment 

 
Go Math SE. pgs. 628-631 
Lit. Connect. - 
April’s First Words 

 
Go Math SE. 11.1/11.2 
Enrich 11.1/11.2 
Reteach 11.1/11.2 
Lit. Connect. - 
Building a Mini-Park 

 
Go Math SE. 11.3 
Enrich 11.3 
Reteach 11.3 

 
*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
*Interactive SE 
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    *Animated Models 
*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Math 
*Response to Intervention 
RTI 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 11 Content Standards Critical Knowledge & Skills Additional Resources and Tasks Links 

1.G.A.1 
Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles 
are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes 
(e.g., color, orientation, overall size); build and draw 
shapes to possess defining attributes. 

Concept: • Defining attributes versus non defining 
attributes. 
Students are able to: • name attributes that define 
two-dimensional shapes (square, triangle, rectangle, 
regular hexagon). • name attributes that do not 
two-dimensional shapes. • build and draw shapes when 
given defining attributes. 

1.G.A.1 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/1/tasks/752 

 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/1/tasks/1104 

1.G.A.2 
Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, 
trapezoids, triangles,half-circles, and quarter-circles) 
or three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular 
prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) 
to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 

 
Concept(s): • Shapes can be composed from other shapes 
(e.g. trapezoids can be composed from triangles). • New 
shapes can be composed from composite shapes. 
Students are able to: • create a composite shape using 
two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, 
triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles). • create a 
composite shape using three-dimensional shapes (cubes, 
right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right 
circular cylinders). • compose new shapes from the 
composite shapes. 

https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/3863 
 
1.G.A.2 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/2/tasks/756 

 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/2/tasks/901 

 
https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/4202 

Cross-Content Connection: In Chapter 11, children develop their understanding of three-dimensional geometry, by classifying three-dimensional shapes. These same 
topics are used often in the development of various science concepts and process skills. Help children make the connection between math and science through the S.T.E.M. 
activities and activity worksheets found at www.thinkcentral.com. In Chapter 11, children connect math and science with the S.T.E.M. Activity Good Night, Sky and the 
accompanying worksheets (pages 111 and 112). Through this S.T.E.M. Activity, children will connect the GO Math! Chapter 11 concepts and skills with various facts about the 
moon, including the shape of the sun and the moon. It is recommended that this S.T.E.M. Activity be used after Lesson 11.1. 

https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/752
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/752
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/1104
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/1104
https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/3863
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/756
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/756
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/901
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/901
https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/4202
http://www.thinkcentral.com/
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Date    Quarter 4    
Domain(s) Geometry 
Cluster(s) Reason with shapes and their attributes. (Additional Cluster) 

NJSLS 1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 
orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes. 
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional 
shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.6 Attend to precision. 
MP.7 Look for and make use of structure. MP.8 -Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

Chapter(s) 11 Three-Dimensional Geometry / 12 Two-Dimensional Geometry 
Lesson(s) Objective 

SWBAT 
Essential 
Question 

Vocabulary Resources/Interventions, 
Accommodations and 

Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

Mid-Chapter Assess understanding of How do you identify Flat & curved Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing 
lessons 

*Mathboard Teacher Teacher 
Checkpoint identifying 3D shapes and three-dimensional surfaces *3D Shapes Generated generated: 
11.1-11.3 combining 3D shapes. shapes? Combine    

   Rectangular prism   *Mid-Chapter 
      Checkpoint 

11.4 -Take Apart 3 Identify 3-dimensional How can acting it out Act it out *Mathboard Practice and *select 
Dimensional 
Shapes (Combine 

shapes used to build a 
composite shape using 

help you take apart 
combined shapes? 

 *3D Shapes Homework 
11.4 problem if 

 the strategy act it out.     necessary. 

Chapter 11 Project  Toothpick Structures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.playdoughtoplato.com/toothpick-stem-structures/ 
 

This STEM lesson will help students analyze characteristics and properties of two- and three-dimensional geometric shapes and develop 
mathematical arguments about geometric relationships. Students will use visualization, spatial reasoning and geometric modeling to solve 
problems. 

http://www.playdoughtoplato.com/toothpick-stem-structures/
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MC & lesson    Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to work 
towards independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in blank 
until ready to complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd 
or even number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 
*Choose only  one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students for 
success and have 
students pick the one 

  *Allow for oral 

response. 

*Exit Slips 

*Mini Quiz 

 
*Think, Pair, 
Share 

 
 

*Math Talk 
 

*Essential 
Questions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Diagnostic 
Interview TE 
pg 668 

 
*Fact Fluency 

 
Intervention RTI 

 
Go Math SE. pgs. 
667-668 
G&G Lit. Connect - 

11.4)      
 Identify 2-dimensional What 2-dimensional Flat surfaces *Mathboard Practice and 

11.5 shapes on 3-dimensional shapes do you see Curved surfaces *3D Shapes Homework 
-2-Dimensional shapes. on the flat surfaces   11.5 
Shapes on  of 3-dimensional    
3-Dimensional  shapes?    
Shapes      

 Assess the ability to What do you know Cone *Mathboard Teacher 
 identify and compare about 3-dimensional Cube *3D Shapes Generated 

Performance Task attributes of 3-dimensional shapes? How can Cylinder   
- Making Shapes shapes, to recognize compose new shape? Rectangular   

 2-dimensional shapes on  prism   
Chapter 11 Test 3-dimensional shapes and     

 to create composite shapes     
 and compose new shapes     
 form composite shapes.     

Online Formative Assess understanding of How do you identify Flat surfaces   

Assessment for identifying 3D shapes the attributes of Curved surfaces *Think Teacher 
Chapter 11 and combining 3D three-dimensional  Central Digital Generated 

 shapes. shapes?  Assessment  

 
 

Chapter 12 

 
 

Demonstrate prior 

 
 

How do you sort 

  
 

*2D Shapes 

 
 

Teacher 
Introduction knowledge of and describe   Generated 

 2-dimensional shapes. 2-dimensional    
  shapes?    

Fluency Practice/ Grade 1 Chapter 12  Circle   
Reinforce Skills/ Fluency Resources  Hexagon   
Chapter 12 Project http://achievethecore.org/  Rectangle   
(Combine Chapter page/2853/go-math-k-5-g  Square   

12 Intro uidance-documents  Triangle   

http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
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    they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem to 
students provide 
manipulative, calculators 
,and a visual aid such as 
anchor chart 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses. 
*Use interactive 
Notebooks to color code 
vocabulary words to help 
them identify terms. 
*Ell Strategy as a 
modification strategy 
locate at bottom of 
Teacher Edition 
Flocabulary Video ( if 
necessary) as a 
resource 
*Learn-Zillion-websit 
e resource 
GoNoodles.com 
website 

Go Math SE. 648 
Go Math SE. 11.4 
Enrich 11.4 
Reteach 11.4 

 
Go Math SE. 11.5 
Enrich 11.5 
Reteach 11.5 

 
Chapter Resource Book 
11.19-4.25 

 
Go Math SE. pgs. 663-666 

 
*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
*Interactive SE 
*Animated Models 
*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Mat 

  Signs Shape Up 
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Chapter 12 Content Standards Critical Knowledge & Skills Additional Resources and Tasks Links 

1.G.A.1 
Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles 
are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes 
(e.g., color, orientation, overall size); build and draw 
shapes to possess defining attributes. 

Concept: • Defining attributes versus non defining attributes. 
Students are able to: • name attributes that define 
two-dimensional shapes (square, triangle, rectangle, regular 
hexagon). • name attributes that do not two-dimensional 
shapes. • build and draw shapes when given defining attributes. 

1.G.A.1 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/1/tasks/752 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/1/tasks/1104 
https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/3863 

1.G.A.2 
Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, 
trapezoids, triangles,half-circles, and quarter-circles) 
or three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular 
prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) 
to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 

Concept(s): • Shapes can be composed from other shapes (e.g. 
trapezoids can be composed from triangles). • New shapes can 
be composed from composite shapes. Students are able to: • 
create a composite shape using two-dimensional shapes 
(rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and 
quarter-circles). • create a composite shape using 
three-dimensional shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right 
circular cones, and right circular cylinders). • compose new 
shapes from the composite shapes. 

 
1.G.A.2 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/2/tasks/756 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/2/tasks/901 
https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/4202 

1.G.A.3 
Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using the words halves, 
fourths, and quarters, and use the phrases half of, fourth 
of, and quarter of. Describe the whole as two of, or four 
of the shares. Understand for these examples that 
decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller 
shares 

 
Concept(s): • Shapes can be partitioned into equal parts or shares. • 
Equal shares are named based on the number of shares that make the 
whole (e.g., halves, fourths, quarters). • Shares can be described based 
on their relation to the whole (e.g half of, fourth of, quarter of). • The 
whole can be described based on the number of shares. • Decomposing 
a whole into more equal shares creates smaller shares. Students are able 
to: • partition circles and rectangles into two or four equal shares. • 
distinguish equal shares from those that are not equal. • describe shares 
using the words halves, fourths, and quarters. • describe the relationship 
between the whole and the share using the phrases half of, fourth of, 
and quarter of. • describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. 
• decompose a whole into a greater number of equal shares and identify 
the new shares as smaller. 

 
1.G.A.3 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar 
ds/1/G/A/3/tasks/2067 

 
https://learnzillion.com/search?m=LessonPlan&category 
=Geometry&grades=1st&q=1.G.A.3 

Cross-Content Connection: In Chapter 12, children develop their understanding of two-dimensional geometry by making equal parts and making fourths. These same topics are used often in the 
development of various science concepts and process skills. Help children make the connection between math and science through the S.T.E.M. activities and activity worksheets found at 
www.thinkcentral. com. In Chapter 12, children connect math and science with the S.T.E.M. Activity So Salty and the accompanying worksheets (pages 113 and 114). Through this S.T.E.M. 
Activity, children will connect the GO Math! Chapter 12 concepts and skills with various facts about ocean water, including showing how much of the Earth is covered by land and how much is 
covered by ocean water. It is recommended that this S.T.E.M. Activity be used after Lesson 12.10. 

Chapter 12 Project  Fraction Fun 

 
http://theelementarymathmaniac.blogspot.com/2014/02/fractions-first-grade-and-common-core.html 

Introducing fraction notation too early can lead to improper whole number reasoning. Kids need a lot of experience creating equal shares and using the words halves, fourths 
and quarters before they ever see the symbols. 

https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/752
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/752
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/1104
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/1/tasks/1104
https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/3863
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/756
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/756
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/901
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/2/tasks/901
https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/4202
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/3/tasks/2067
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/1/G/A/3/tasks/2067
https://learnzillion.com/search?m=LessonPlan&amp;category=Geometry&amp;grades=1st&amp;q=1.G.A.3
https://learnzillion.com/search?m=LessonPlan&amp;category=Geometry&amp;grades=1st&amp;q=1.G.A.3
http://theelementarymathmaniac.blogspot.com/2014/02/fractions-first-grade-and-common-core.html
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Date                                                                                              Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Geometry 
Cluster(s) Reason with shapes and their attributes. (Additional Cluster) 

NJSLS 1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 
orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes. 
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional 
shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 
MP.6 Attend to precision. MP.7 Look for and make use of structure. MP.8 -Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

Chapter(s) 12 Two-Dimensional Geometry 
Lesson(s) Objective 

SWBAT 
Essential 
Question 

Vocabulary Resources/Intervention 
Accommodations and 

Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

12.1 -Sort Use defining attributes to How can you use Circles Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing 
lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 

*Mathboard Practice and Teacher 
generated: 

 
*Exit Slips 

*Mini Quiz 

*Think, Pair, 
Share 

 
*Math Talk 

 
*Essential 
Questions 

 
*Fact Fluency 

 
*Mid-Chapter 
Checkpoint 

Two-Dimensional sort shapes. attributes to classify Rectangles *2D Shapes Homework 
Shapes  and sort two- Sides *Glue 12.1/12.2 
12.2 -Sort  dimensional shapes? Square *Pattern  

Two-Dimensional Describe attributes of What attributes can Triangle blocks  

Shapes 2-dimensional shapes. you use to describe Vertices   
(Combine lessons  2-dimensional Hexagon Graphic  

12.1 & 12.2)  shapes? Trapizoid Organizer  

12.3 -Combine Use objects to compose How can you put Combine Math Journal Practice and 
Two-Dimensional new 2-dimensionals 2-dimensional shapes   Homework 
Shapes shapes. together to make new  Interactive 12.3/12.4 
12.4 -Combine Compose a new shape by 2-dimensional  Notebooks  

More Shapes combining 2-dimensional shapes?  *Mathboard  
(Combine lessons shapes.   *Pattern  

12.3 & 12.4)    blocks  
    *2D Shapes  

12.5 -Make New Make new shapes from How can acting it out Act it out  Practice and 
Two-Dimensional composite 2-dimensional help you make new   Homework 
Shapes shapes using act it out. shapes from   12.5 

  combined shapes?    
    *Mathboard  
    *2D Shapes  
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Mid-Chapter Assess understanding of How can you use Sides *Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to work 
towards independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in blank 
until ready to complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd 
or even number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 
*Choose only  one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students for 
success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem to 
students provide 
manipulative, calculators 
,and a visual aid such as 
anchor chart 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses. 
*Use interactive 
Notebooks to color code 
vocabulary words to help 
them identify terms. 
*Ell Strategy as a 
modification strategy 
locate at bottom of 
Teacher Edition 

 Teacher  

Checkpoint identifying 2D shapes and attributes to classify, Vertices  Generated 
12.1-12.5 combining 2D shapes. sort and combine Combine   

  two- dimensional    
Fluency Practice / Grade 1 Chapter 12 shapes?  *Mathboard  
Reinforce Skills/ Fluency Resources   *2D Shapes  
Chapter 12 Project http://achievethecore.org/     
(Combine MC and page/2853/go-math-k-5-g     

Fluency in 1 day) uidance-documents     

http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
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    Flocabulary Video ( if 
necessary) as a 
resource 
*Learn-Zillion-websit 
e resource 
GoNoodles.com 
website Go Math SE. 
12.1/12.2 
Enrich 12.1/12.2 
Reteach 12.1/12.2 

 
Go Math SE. 12.3/12.4 
Enrich 12.3/12.4 
Reteach 12.3/12.4 

 
Go Math SE. 12.5 
Enrich 12.5 
Reteach 12.5 

 
Go Math SE. 698 

 
*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
*Interactive SE 
*Animated Models 
*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Math 

   

 
 

Date Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Geometry 
Cluster(s) Reason with shapes and their attributes. (Additional Cluster) 

NJSLS 1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 
orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes. 
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional 
shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 
1.G.A.3 Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and quarters, and use 
the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand for these examples that 
decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares. 
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 
MP.6 Attend to precision. MP.7 Look for and make use of structure. 

Chapter(s) 12 Two-Dimensional Geometry 
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Lesson(s) Objective 
SWBAT 

Essential 
Question 

Vocabulary Resources/Interventions 
Accommodations and 

Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

12.6 - Find Decompose combined How can you find Vertices Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing 
lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to work 
towards independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in blank 
until ready to complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 

*Mathboard Practice and Teacher 
generated: 

 
*Exit Slips 

*Mini Quiz 

 
*Think, Pair, 
Share 

 
*Math Talk 

 
*Essential 
Questions 

 
scaffold 
sentence 
structure if 
necessary 
gradually 
release of 
independence 

Shapes in Shapes shapes into shapes. shapes in other Sides *Pattern Homework 
  shapes? Decompose blocks 12.6/12.7 

12.7 - Take Apart Decompose 2-dimensional How can you take Rectangles *Mathboard  

Two-Dimensional shapes into parts. apart 2-dimensional Triangles *Crayons  
Shapes  shapes? Squares   
(Combine lessons   Parts Math Journal  

12.6 &12.7)      
    Interactive  

12.8 Equal or Identify equal and unequal How can you identify Equal parts Notebooks Practice and 
Unequal Parts parts (or shares) in 2D equal and unequal Equal shares  Homework 

 shapes. parts in 2D shapes? Unequal parts  12.8/12.9 
   Unequal shares *Mathboard  

12.9 Halves Partition circles and How can a shape be Half of *iTools -  
(Combine lessons rectangles into two equal separated into two Halves Fractions  
12.8 &12.9) shares. equal shares?    

     Practice and 
12.10 Fourths Partition circles and How can a shape be Fourth of *Mathboard Homework 

 rectangles into four equal separated into four Fourths *iTools - 12.10 
 shares. equal shares? Quarter of Fractions  
   Quarters pieces Teacher 
     Generated 
 Display effective How can you utilize Teacher   
 understanding of the math standards and Generated   
 standards covered in math practices to    
 chapters seven through show your math    
 twelve. reasoning and    
  understanding?    
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    Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd 
or even number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 
*Choose only  one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students for 
success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 
*Read each problem to 
students provide 
manipulative, calculators 
,and a visual aid such as 
anchor chart 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses. 
*Use interactive 
Notebooks to color code 
vocabulary words to help 
them identify terms. 
*Ell Strategy as a 
modification strategy 
locate at bottom of 
Teacher Edition 
Flocabulary Video ( if 
necessary) as a 
resource 
*Learn-Zillion-websit 
e resource 
GoNoodles.com 
website 
Go Math SE. 12.6/12.7 
Enrich 12.6/12.7 
Reteach 12.6/12.7 

 
 

Go Math SE. 12.8/12.9 
Enrich 12.8/12.9 
Reteach 12.8/12.9 

 
Go Math SE. 12.10 
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    Enrich 12.10    
Reteach 12.10 

 
Go Math SE. 
Ch. 7- 429 - 432 
Ch. 8 - 497 - 500 
Ch. 9 - 567 - 570 
Ch. 10 - 617 - 620 
Ch. 11 - 663 - 666 
Ch. 12 - 731 - 734 
*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
*Interactive SE 
*Animated Models 
*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Math 
*Response to Intervention 
RTI 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date  Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Geometry 
Cluster(s) Reason with shapes and their attributes. (Additional Cluster) 

NJSLS 1.OA.C.6 - Add and subtract within 20, demonstrating fluency for addition and subtraction within 10. Use strategies such as counting on; 
making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 –4 = 13 –3 – 1 = 10 –1 = 9); using the 
relationship between addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12–8 = 4); and creating equivalent but easier or known 
sums (e.g., adding 6 +7 by creating the known equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13). 
1.NBT.B.3 – Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the 
symbols >, =, <. 
1.NBT.C.4 – Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 
10, using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition 
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 and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds 
tens and tens, ones and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten. 
1.NBT.C.5 - Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than a number, without having to count; explain their reasoning used. 
1.NBT.C.6 – Subtract multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 from multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 (positive or zero differences), using concrete 
models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate 
the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.1.NBT.C.5 – Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than 
the number, without having to count; explain the reasoning used. 
1.MD.A.1 Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third object. 
1.MD.A.2 Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple copies of a shorter objects (the length unit) end 
to end; understand that the length measurement of an object is the number of sae-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps. Limit to 
contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a whole number of length units with no gaps or overlaps. 
1.MD.B.3 Tell and write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital clocks. 
1.MD.C.4 Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions about the total number of data points, 
how many in each category, and how many more or less are in one category than in another. 
1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 
orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes. 
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional 
shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 
1.G.A.3 Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and quarters, and use 
the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand for these examples that 
decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares. 
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. MP.2-Reason abstractly and quantitatively. MP.3 – Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of others. MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically. MP.6 Attend to precision. 
MP.7 Look for and make use of structure. MP.8 -Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

Chapter(s) 12 Two-Dimensional Geometry 
Lesson(s) Objective 

SWBAT 
Essential 
Question 

Vocabulary Resources/Interventions 
Accommodations and 

Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

 Display effective How can you utilize Teacher Assign problems where 
students are successful if 
there are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 and 1 
open-ended. 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each lesson 
so students could read 
the room doing 
lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 

*Mathboard Teacher Teacher 
 understanding of the math standards and Generated  Generated generated: 
 standards covered in math practices to    *Exit Slips 
 

Fluency Practice/ 
chapters seven through 
twelve. 

show your math 
reasoning and 

   *Mini Quiz 

Reinforce Skills/  understanding?    *Think, Pair, 
Chapter 12 Project      Share 

 
Assess effective How can you utilize Teacher 

  *Math Talk 
 understanding of the math standards and generated based    
 Operations and Algebraic math practices to on data.    
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 thinking, Numbers and show your math  Edition. Have students 
make a math vocabulary 
connection sheet for the 
vocabulary 
*Provide opportunities 
for students to 
underline words or 
phrase to help them 
solve mathematical 
equations. 
*Provide worksheet so 
that student could write 
or draw a picture for new 
vocabulary terms. 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses 
*Make sure at least 1 
problem is an open 
ended problem 
(Gradually release this 
model so student to work 
towards independence) 
scaffolding sentence 
student will fill in blank 
until ready to complete task 
independently. 
*Provide quiet space for 
learning. 
*Read passages to each 
student. 
*Provide opportunities 
for video lessons. 
Vocabulary Builder - 
provide graphic 
organizer 
*During independent 
practice T. will assigned 
students to compete odd 
or even number 
or a set of problems to 
show understanding 
*Provide manipulatives 
for students skill level 
*Choose only  one or 
two methods when 
modeling for students for 
success and have 
students pick the one 
they like to solve 
problems. 

  *Essential 
Operations in Base Ten, reasoning and  Questions 
Measurement and Data, understanding?   

and Geometry standards.    

 
NJSLS that will be 

   

assessed on Benchmark    
with include: 1.MD.A.1   
1.NBT.B.3 1.MD.A.1 1.G.A.1  

1.NBT.C.4 1.MD.A.2 1.G.A.2  
1.NBT.C.5 1.MD.B.3 1.G.A.3  
1.NBT.C.6 1.MD.C.4   

1.OA.C.6    

Grade 1 Chapter 12 
   

Fluency Resources    
http://achievethecore.org/    
page/2853/go-math-k-5-g    

uidance-documents    

http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
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    *Read each problem to    
students provide 
manipulative, calculators 
,and a visual aid such as 
anchor chart 
*Provide opportunity for 
oral responses. 
*Use interactive 
Notebooks to color code 
vocabulary words to help 
them identify terms. 
*Ell Strategy as a 
modification strategy 
locate at bottom of 
Teacher Edition 
Flocabulary Video ( if 
necessary) as a 
resource 
*Learn-Zillion-websit 
e resource 
GoNoodles.com 
website 
Go Math SE. 
Ch. 7- 429 - 432 
Ch. 8 - 497 - 500 
Ch. 9 - 567 - 570 
Ch. 10 - 617 - 620 
Ch. 11 - 663 - 666 
Ch. 12 - 731 - 734 

*Grab-and-Go Diff. Centers 
Kit 
*Interactive SE 
*Animated Models 
*Tenmarks.com 
*Personal Math Trainer 
*Math on the Spot Video 
*HMH Mega Math 
*Response to Intervention 
RTI 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Date  Quarter 4 
Domain(s) Geometry 
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Cluster(s) Reason with shapes and their attributes. (Additional Cluster) 
NJSLS 1.G.A.1 Distinguish between defining attributes (e.g., triangles are closed and three-sided) versus non-defining attributes (e.g., color, 

orientation, overall size); build and draw shapes to possess defining attributes. 
1.G.A.2 Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles, squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional 
shapes (cubes, right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape. 
1.G.A.3 Partition circles and rectangles into two and four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, fourths, and quarters, and 
use the phrases half of, fourth of, and quarter of. Describe the whole as two of, or four of the shares. Understand for these examples that 
decomposing into more equal shares creates smaller shares. 
MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. MP.4 – Model with mathematics. MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 
MP.6 Attend to precision. MP.7 Look for and make use of structure. 

Chapter(s) 12 Two-Dimensional Geometry 
Lesson(s) Objective 

SWBAT 
Essential Question Vocabulary Resources/ 

Interventions, 
Accommodations 
and Modifications 

Materials Suggested 
Homework 

Formative 
Assessment 

Fluency Grade 1 Chapter How do you sort and Teacher Generated Assign problems 
where students are 
successful if there 
are 10 problems 
allow students to 
complete at least 5 
and 1 open-ended. 
Display Anchor 
Charts-for each 
lesson so 
students could 
read the room 
doing lessons 
Math Fluency 
Builder see T. 
Edition. Have 
students make a math 
vocabulary 
connection sheet for 
the vocabulary 
*Provide 
opportunities for 
students to 
underline words 
or phrase to help 
them solve 
mathematical 
equations. 

*Mathboard Teacher Teacher 
Practice/ 12 Fluency describe two-dimensional review any *Pattern blocks Generated generated: 
Reinforce Skills/ Resources shapes and vocabulary students *iTools - Fractions   

Chapter 12 Project http://achievethec 
ore.org/page/2853 

three-dimensional shapes? had difficulty with.  
Math Journal 

 *Exit Slips 

 /go-math-k-5-guid     *Mini Quiz 
 ance-documents   Interactive   
    Notebooks  *Think, Pair, 
    

manipulatives for 
 Share 

    sorting  *Math Talk 

      *Essential 
      Questions 

      *Fact 
      Fluency 

http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents
http://achievethecore.org/page/2853/go-math-k-5-guidance-documents

